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Processing Chain Alternating Beam Assisted Deposition

Compact high-deposition-rate PLD machine is based on helical transport system that enables quick

rotation of the tape helix simultaneously with slow axial translation. This suppresses generation of dust

and ensure temperature homogeneity in deposition window.

• Employing a newly developed compact pilot pulsed laser deposition (PLD) machine that is based on 308nm-excimer laser we

manufactured 40-80 m long coated conductors (CCs) aimed for demonstration and prototyping. Both a single beam and a double

beam deposition PLD regimes were tested.

• The PLD installation was substantially based on “helical” technology of tape translation, “black-cavity” tape heating, and

smoothed target ablation developed earlier by Bruker and improved further in the present equipment. Stainless steel tapes

buffered via alternating-beam-assisted deposition (ABAD) of yttria stabilized zirconia layer were implemented as a substrate

material.

• Polished substrate tapes and ABAD buffers were also manufactured in the pilot line of "compact" class. CeO2 buffer cap layer was

deposited onto the tape in situ, via PLD prior to HTS layer.

• A silver protection layer and thick Cu layer were deposited by vacuum thermal evaporation and galvanic plating, respectively.

• Above 100A (or >250A/cm-width) critical currents were measured in 4mm wide coated conductors at 77K and self-field. Maximal

critical current achieved in the best quality tape was 410 A/cm-width. Inhomogeneity of critical current detected using a

magneto-scan did not exceed 5%. At optimized conditions, the Ic-inhomogeneity may be suppressed further, down to 2%.

• A possibility to increase PLD throughput above 30 m/hour in multi-beam modus was demonstrated. Advantages and feasibility of

compact-scale equipment in process/ device prototyping and flexible pilot production are demonstrated in terms of processing

costs and processing yield.

Objectives

Background
Backgrounds in processing of short length coated conductors and long length coated conductors (CC) are quite different. It is well-known now that

experience and skills needed in long tape production cannot be directly taken from their “university” routes. Moreover, very different technical solutions

are needed in “up-scaled” technologies. To learn technological aspects of long coated conductor processing scientists and engineers need some active link

to real production facility. Nevertheless, this link, as a rule, is not easy to establish because of IP issues.

• Developing and establishing compact pilot production line for coated conductors to be employed for training of scientists and engineers and learning of

large-scale technological principles.

• Providing of research programs with sufficient amounts of self-processed and self-specified coated conductor tape with batch length up to 100m.
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Fabrication chain consists of 10 major processing steps and 8 quality control steps.

Accordingly, there are 10 fabrication stations based on 10 compact machines.

This compact machine allows fabrication of 120m of bi-

axially buffered tape.
Simplest and robust cross-sectional architecture of the coated conductor is employed.

Deposition of Ag and Cu layers

Compact machine for thermal

vacuum evaporation of silver onto 100

m long tape. The employed method

enables very low interfacial resistance

(of <10 nOhms x cm2) between HTS

film and Ag layer.

Compact set-up for galvanic

plating of coated conductor

with copper allows to

deposit 20-40µm thick Cu-

layer that electrically

stabilizes coated conductor

in case of local quench.
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Cu-plated tape is contains a 25 µm thick “front” Cu-layer 

and 15 µm thick “bottom” Cu—layer. 

Critical tensile stress in functional modus exceeds 600 MPa

Typical distribution of critical current across the tape length . 4mm wide 

CC tape was fabricated in the compact pilot line.

Characterization was performed in compact magneto-scan set-up with  

linear resolution of 0.3 mm in longitudinal direction.

The magneto-scan set-up represents one of quality control „tools“  

included in compact pilot production line.

Stability and reproducibility of critical current was demonstrated in the 

course of testing program.


